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a b s t r a c t

Temperature has a negative impact on metal resistance and thus wire delay. In state-of-the-art VLSI circuits,

large thermal gradients usually exist due to the uneven distribution of heat sources. The difference in wire

temperature can lead to performance mismatch because wires of the same length can have different delay.

Traditional floorplanning algorithms use wirelength to estimate wire performance. In this work, we show

that this does not always produce a design with the shortest delay and we propose a floorplanning algorithm

taking into account temperature dependent wire delay as one metric in the evaluation of a floorplan. In

addition, we consider other temperature dependent factors such as congestion and interconnect reliability.

The experiment results show that a shorter delay can be achieved using the proposed method.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

With technology scaling, the feature sizes of both CMOS devices

nd wires shrink and designers are able to integrate more and more

unctionalities into a single chip. The delay in CMOS transistors de-

reases as the channel length is reduced in each new process. The

elay in metal wires, on the other hand, shows different behaviors.

or local wires, the delay decreases as the distance between the end

oints becomes smaller with scaling. For global wires, which have to

pan across the chip, the delay increases due to the fact that the die

ize does not shrink but slightly increases in each new process [1]. In

act, the delay in global wires has increased steadily with technology

caling over the years and already dominates path delays [2].

In addition to technology scaling, the modeling of global wires is

urther complicated by thermal effects. Due to the high degree of in-

egration (processing elements and memory blocks on the same die)

nd various aggressive power management techniques (such as clock

ating, power gating, voltage islands, etc.), the power consumption in

ifferent regions of the chip (i.e. the power density) can vary signifi-

antly [3]. The spatially non uniform power consumption within the

hip exhibits as thermal gradients, which are temperature differences

etween different regions.
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The heat generated inside the chip has to be transferred to the am-

ient environment mainly through the heat sink attached to the sili-

on substrate. However, a secondary heat conduction path also exists

rom the substrate towards the packaging through the metal layers

4]. In nanometer technologies, in spite of an increase in the number

f available metal layers, the top metal layers may still get closer to

he substrate which results in a stronger thermal coupling between

he substrate and the wires [5].

The high temperature and large thermal gradient in the metal lay-

rs can affect many aspects of interconnect design, including signal

elay, routing congestion and reliability. The propagation delay in

etal wires is severely degraded by high temperature as the elec-

rical resistivity in metal increases linearly with temperature. The

arge within-die thermal gradients result in performance mismatch

etween wires of the same length but subject to different temper-

ture. Traditional physical design algorithms, such as floorplanning

nd routing, assume resistivity in interconnects is uniform and con-

tant. Consequently, wirelength is used as a metric to estimate sig-

al delay and congestion of interconnects [6–8]. However, in designs

here the substrate has a nonuniform thermal profile, the traditional

ay of estimating wire delay can lead to large errors. This is because

ire performance decreases with an increase in temperature and the

elay of a hot wire and a cool wire are no longer equal even though

heir lengths are the same.

Furthermore, the thermal effect is more significant in global wires

han in local wires because global wires are routed in layers that are
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the HotFloorplan algorithm.

Set initial annealing temperature;

step = 0;

try = 0;

while steps != max steps AND probability > minimum do

create initial floorplan;

while try < max tries do

try++;

randomly perturb current floorplan;

evaluate new floorplan;

if new floorplan better than best floorplan then

best floorplan = new floorplan;

end if

if accept(new floorplan) == true then

current floorplan = new floorplan;

end if

end while

step++;

change simulated annealing temperature;

calculate probability as a function of temperature;

end while

OUTPUT: Best floorplan
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lide with other carriers and atoms in the electric field. The collisions

1 Here, the term temperature is used as an attribute of the annealing and does not

refer to the actual substrate (chip) temperature.
far away from the heat sink, and global wires span long distance thus

possibly developing a larger thermal gradient.

Clock networks, which contain many global wires, are very sensi-

tive to thermal variations. In recent years, temperature variation in-

duced clock skew in clock distribution networks has received a lot of

attention. In [9,10], the authors described design time clock tree syn-

thesis algorithms to modify merging locations against nonuniform

substrate thermal profile. In [11], optimal insertion of tunable delay

buffers into clock trees is discussed to adjust at run time the delay

of clock distribution paths that are more susceptible to temperature

variations. Thermal aware global routing algorithms for improving re-

liability are also discussed in [12,13].

As for global signal wires, although extensive work has been done

on thermal aware floorplanning, all of these works assume electri-

cal resistivity in wires is constant and thermal gradients in the sub-

strate have no impact on wire delay. These assumptions are in general

invalid and increasingly inaccurate in nanometer high performance

designs where large temperature gradients already exist in the sub-

strate.

In this paper, we study the problem of estimating the temperature

dependent wire delay during the floorplanning stage. We first illus-

trate the impact of nonuniform thermal profile on the delay in wires.

Then we propose a new way to estimate the wire delay in thermal

aware floorplanning algorithms. The proposed algorithm takes delay,

instead of wirelength, as one of the optimization goals, in this way,

mitigating the excessive delay overhead caused by high temperature.

In addition, we also consider the impact of routing congestion and the

reliability of wires, which are important metrics in evaluating floor-

plans in a realistic scenario.

2. Thermal aware floorplanning

Floorplanning is the initial stage of physical implementation

of VLSI circuits, that determines, to a large extent, the quality of

the final design. Floorplanning transforms the functional descrip-

tion of a circuit, in the form of a netlist of gates and macros,

into a physical description, in the form of dimensions and location

coordinates.

During the floorplanning stage, the main design tasks include

macro block placement, global wire planning and Power/Ground net-

work design. Traditional floorplanning algorithms only optimize the

total area and wirelength. A smaller area reduces the cost since

more circuits can be produced on the same wafer. Shorter wirelength

makes routing easier and usually results in better performance as

well.

In recent years, as thermal issues become prominent, the max-

imum temperature is also added to the cost functions in so called

thermal aware floorplanning algorithms [8,14,15]. Placing a hot block

in the middle of cool blocks can effectively bring down the peak tem-

perature due to better heat spreading. Since the thermal coupling

between high power consumption blocks can significantly affect the

temperature distribution in the whole chip, thermal aware floorplan-

ning algorithms consider peak temperature in addition to area and

wirelength in the evaluation of a floorplan. The estimation of peak

temperature usually requires the use of compact thermal models that

can compute the temperature profile in a very efficient way [16].

The floorplanning tool proposed in [8], HotFloorplan, is an archi-

tectural level thermal aware floorplanner. HotFloorplan represents

the topology of a floorplan in Normalized Polish Expression [6] and

the optimization algorithm is implemented as a simulated annealing

process. The algorithm chooses a random generated floorplan dur-

ing each iteration of the annealing and uses the maximum tempera-

ture, total area and total wirelength as evaluation metrics in the cost

function.

The pseudocode for the annealing is given in Algorithm 1. In brief,

the optimization process goes through a series of steps and with
very step a synthetic temperature1 is changed according to an an-

ealing schedule. The temperature is used to define how wide the

earch for a better floorplan is (within the solution space) – a low

emperature means a narrow search.

Within each step, HotFloorplan starts out with an initial floor-

lan that is simply any possible legal floorplan within the solution

pace. HotFloorplan then tries to optimize this floorplan by moving

he blocks around. For every candidate floorplan, the algorithm in-

okes routines in HotSpot [17] to compute the worst case thermal

rofile using power dissipation values of each functional block. If the

andidate has a lower cost, it is always accepted, otherwise the candi-

ate is accepted conditionally based on a probability factor. At the end

f the inner loop, we get the best known floorplan available at that

emperature. The next step repeats this action only this time with

nother annealing temperature according to the annealing schedule.

n the end, we get the best floorplan created during all steps. The al-

orithm either ends when the maximum number of steps has been

eached, or if the probability (which is a function of the temperature)

f the next step is under a given value (i.e., threshold). How HotFloor-

lan decides which floorplan is the best is vital, as it is this evaluation

rocess that has been modified to include thermal awareness.

The connectivity information between blocks is stored in a two-

imensional connectivity matrix, and the wirelength between the

wo endpoints of a wire is estimated by measuring the “Manhattan

istance”.

. Delay modeling of metal wires

In this section, we describe the models used to estimate the tem-

erature in wires and the process to calculate temperature dependent

ire delay.

.1. Temperature estimation

The temperature rise in metal wires is caused by both self-heating

nd heat diffusion from the substrate. During a signal transition in-

ide a metal wire, the accelerated charge carriers (i.e., electrons) col-
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ause vibration in these particles and consequently result in a rise in

emperature, which is often referred to as self-heating. In addition,

eat generated in the active devices on the substrate (i.e., the transis-

ors) can also diffuse towards the metal layers and cause a tempera-

ure rise in metal wires.

According to [5], the temperature within the interconnect subject

o a given substrate temperature can be expressed as:

(x) = Tsub + θ

λ2

(
1 − sinh λx + sinh λ(L − x)

sinh λL

)
(1)

2 = 1

km

(
k∗

ins

tmtins

− I2
rmsρiβ

w2t2
m

)
(2)

= I2
rmsρi

w2t2
mkm

(3)

here Tsub is the substrate temperature, θ and λ are constants for

chosen metal layer in a specific technology node, km and k∗
ins

are

he thermal conductivity of the metal and the insulator, tm and tins

re the thickness of metal and the insulator, w is the width of the

nterconnect, Irms is the average current density in the interconnect

nd ρ i is the electrical resistivity of metal at nominal temperature.

he peak temperature rise is equal to θ /λ2 for interconnects whose

engths (L) are larger than the heat diffusion length.

Using Eq. (1), we plot the thermal profiles for a local, a semi-global

nd a global copper (Cu) interconnect 1000 μ m long in a 50 nm tech-

ology in Fig. 1 with parameters provided in ITRS [18]. Wire sizes in

pper metal layers are larger than in lower layers. In addition, the

hree metal layers differ in tins which is the distance from intercon-

ect to the substrate. The temperature in the substrate is assumed to

e uniform at 100 °C. The current density is 3.0 × 106A/cm2 for all

hree layers.

As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the global interconnect has the highest

eak temperature which is in the top most metal layer and thus the

arthest away from the heat sink.

.2. Delay calculation

The temperature of a metal wire has a negative impact on metal

esistance and thus wire delay. The electrical resistance of metal has
 100
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Fig. 1. Temperature profiles along the length o
linear relationship with its temperature and can be expressed as:

(x) = R0(1 + β · T(x)) (4)

here R0 is the resistance at the reference temperature, β is the tem-

erature coefficient (1/°C) and T(x) is the temperature profile along

he length of the wire. For example, since the value of β for copper

t room temperature is 3.9E−3, a temperature increase by 10 °C will

esult in a resistance increase by 3.9%.

According to the distributed RC Elmore delay model [19], signal

ropagation delay through the interconnect of length L can be written

s:

= Rd

(
CL +

∫ L

0

c0(x)dx

)
+

∫ L

0

r0(x) ·
(∫ L

x

c0(τ )dτ + CL

)
dx (5)

here Rd is the driver cell’s ON resistance, c0(x) and r0(x) are the ca-

acitance and resistance per unit length at location x and CL is the

oad capacitance.

By combining Eqs. (4) and (5), we can obtain a temperature de-

endent interconnect delay model:

= D0 + (c0L + CL)r0β

∫ L

0

T(x)dx − c0r0β

∫ L

0

x · T(x)dx (6)

here

0 = Rd(c0L + CL) +
(

c0r0
L2

2
+ r0LCL

)
(7)

s the Elmore delay of the interconnect corresponding to the unit

ength resistance at reference temperature.

Given a temperature profile and the dimensions of an intercon-

ect, we can calculate its delay from Eq. (6). In Fig. 2, we plot the

ercentage of delay increase as temperature increases for wires of

ifferent lengths. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that for 100 °C rise in tem-

erature, the delay can increase by more than 30% for all wires. In

ddition, the delay increase is higher for longer wires, which means

he performance of global wires suffer more from high temperature.

The heat distribution within a circuit is usually non-uniform due

o un-even activities and large thermal gradients typically exist on

he substrate. As a specific example, we extract the substrate ther-

al profile from a test circuit for one segment of a wire as illustrated

n Fig. 3. Based on Eq. (1), the temperature profile of this global in-

erconnect subject to substrate thermal profile in Fig. 3 is computed
 600  800  1000

 x (um)

f interconnects on different metal layers.
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and shown in Fig. 4. A thermal gradient larger than 25 °C is devel-

oped along the length of the wire. The maximum and average tem-

peratures of the interconnect are also included for the purpose of

comparison.

In Fig. 5, we plot the delay increase in this global wire. The delay

at the end of the wire using the extracted thermal profile is 20 ns,

while by using the maximum and average temperatures the errors

in the estimation are both larger than 25%. This means that, when

estimating global wire delay, ignoring the thermal gradient and using

only the maximum or average temperature may result in a significant

error.

In Fig. 6, we show the statistics on the average temperature of all

global interconnects in the test circuit. The height of a bar represents

the number of interconnects having the indicated temperature. The

substrate has a peak temperature of 104 °C and a temperature gradi-

ent of around 30 °C. Obviously, the interconnects have a significant

higher average temperature than the substrate and a few of them

even reached above 145 °C due to self-heating.
For long wires, it is especially desirable to avoid routing above sub-

trate regions at high temperature to reduce the performance degra-

ation due to the temperature. However, detouring around hotspot

egions may increase wirelength and cause congestion. Therefore,

n accurate overall analysis is necessary to assess different routing

hoices.

In Fig. 7, we show the statistics on temperature gradient within

he global interconnects in this test circuit. Although the temperature

radient in about half of the interconnects is less than 10 °C, more

han 40% of interconnects do have a gradient larger than 20 °C. For

hese wires, using average or maximum temperature can introduce

large error in delay estimation and therefore an accurate analysis

aking into account the thermal profile of each wire is needed.

. Thermal aware wire planning in floorplanning

As shown in Section 3.1, the delay of global wires subject to

arge temperature variations is no longer linearly proportional to
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irelength. To have an accurate estimation of wire delay, the temper-

ture effect including thermal gradients has to be considered. Since

he thermal profile on the die is mainly determined by the locations

f macroblocks, it is, therefore, possible to perform temperature de-

endent delay estimation at the floorplanning stage.

.1. Wire planning and delay calculation

The wire planning method is described in Algorithm 2. The loca-

ion of each wire is determined by performing L-shape routing be-

ween the center of the connecting blocks. Once the physical layout

f the wire is known, we record the blocks over which the wire is
outed. The temperature profile along the wire and the wire delay

re then calculated using Eqs. (1) and (6). With thermal effects taken

n account, the two paths in the bounding box of two end points of

wire can have different delay although their lengths are the same.

n our algorithm, we choose the path with a shorter delay, which is

ifferent from HotFloorplan where the two paths are considered as

dentical.

The temperature profile is also used to evaluate the wire reliability

n terms of Mean Time To Failure (MTTF). In addition, a congestion

ap made up of a two dimensional matrix is updated with the route

f the wire to evaluate the routability of the floorplan. The congestion

ap is useful because in our algorithm more wires are likely to be
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Algorithm 2 Wire planning in floorplanning.

INPUT: Floorplan description

INPUT: Connectivity matrix

INPUT: Thermal map

for all wires in the connectivity matrix do

Perform L-shape routing

Extract the thermal profile along the wire

Calculate wire delay using Eq. 6

Calculate wire reliability using Eq. 11

Update congestion map

end for

OUTPUT: Delay, Congestion and Reliability of Wires
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Fig. 8. Example congestion maps. The functional blocks have been outlined in (a) and
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this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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outed in regions with a low temperature, potentially causing routing

ongestion. In the next two subsections we describe the congestion

nd reliability models used in the algorithm.

.2. Congestion model

The floorplan is divided into a 2-dimensional grid with every cell

n the grid having an initial congestion value of 0. Whenever a wire

s created, we find the cells crossed by this wire and we increase by

the congestion value of these cells. When all the wires are routed,

e have a congestion map with each cell having a value equal to the

umber of wires passing through it. The pseudocode for the imple-

entation is shown in Algorithm 3.

lgorithm 3 Pseudocode for the implementation of the congestion

odel.

INPUT: Connectivity matrix

for all blocks, i, in the grid do

congestion[i]=0

end for

for all blocks, i, in the grid do

if wire runs through block i then

congestion[i]=congestion[i]+1

end if

end for

OUTPUT: Max congestion

Two examples of the same congestion map are shown in Fig. 8: in

a) the functional blocks of the benchmark circuit are outlined, and in

b) the grid map is outlined. On the map, locations with little conges-

ion are colored in blue while congestion spots are colored in red.

.3. Reliability model

The reliability model is based on Black’s equation [20]:

TTF = A

J2
e

Ea
KT (8)

here T is the metal temperature in Kelvin, J is the current density,

nd A, Ea and K are constants: A is the cross-sectional area of the inter-

onnect (technology dependent), Ea = 0.5 eV is the activation energy,

nd K = 8.62 · 10−5 eV/K is the Boltzmann constant.

The Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) is the average time to which a

ire fails due to electromigration. Because of A and J, Black’s equation

s technology dependent.

To capture the exponential relationship between the wire reliabil-

ty and temperature, we find the relative reliability, MTTFr, of the wire,

, at a reference temperature (room temperature = 300 K) compared

o the actual temperature. As shown in [13], using Eq. (8), we get the
ollowing relation:

TTFr(w) = MTTFroom

MTTFwire

= exp

[
Ea

K

(
1

Troom
− 1

Twire

)]
(9)

here Twire is the temperature of the wire under investigation. The

wo parameters A and J cancel out in Eq. (9), leaving only well known

onstants (Ea, K, and T) in the equation.

To avoid that short wires with low MTTFr have a large impact on

he overall reliability, the MTTFr of the wire w is multiplied by its

ength, This gives a cost for a wire, w, in the circuit:

TTFcost(w) = MTTFr(w) · lw (10)

Finally, the overall reliability cost metric is obtained by the aver-

ge (weighted by the wirelength lw), of all reliability costs:

eliability cost metric = 1

N

∑
w∈C

MTTFcost(w) (11)

here N is the total number of wires in the circuit C.

Eq. 6
Eq. 11
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Table 1

Experimental results on MCNC benchmarks using different cost functions and 50 nm process parameters.

Benchmark No. of Cost Tmax Area Wirelength Tot. delay Cmax Ravg

blocks function (K) (mm2) (m) (μ s)

CF1 386.7 39.9 5.518 5.55 1.00 1.00

ami49 49 CF2 387.4 40.3 5.340 5.05 1.15 0.84

CF3 389.5 43.0 5.751 5.18 0.71 0.82

CF1 394.0 1.3 8.438 6.02 1.00 1.00

ami33 33 CF2 396.4 1.3 8.172 5.80 1.01 1.01

CF3 385.1 1.5 9.096 6.42 0.49 0.67

CF1 378.3 48.2 2.834 4.46 1.00 1.00

apte 9 CF2 379.4 48.2 2.723 4.20 1.00 0.95

CF3 378.7 48.4 3.146 5.07 0.72 0.95

CF1 360.5 9.5 1.732 2.57 1.00 1.00

hp 11 CF2 358.4 10.9 2.026 2.50 1.04 0.85

CF3 358.0 10.9 1.786 2.01 0.67 0.69

CF1 367.9 20.9 20.315 25.03 1.00 1.00

xerox 10 CF2 368.7 21.0 20.724 19.98 0.91 0.84

CF3 369.5 21.3 23.612 24.98 0.82 0.88
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5. Evaluation of the proposed algorithm

In this section, we describe the setup for the algorithm evaluation

and present the experiment results based on a benchmark circuit set.

5.1. Experiment setup

We implemented the wire planning algorithm described in the

previous section based on HotFloorplan. Algorithm 2 described in

Section 4 is inserted into the simulated annealing process, which al-

lows HotFloorplan to estimate the temperature dependent wire de-

lay. For every candidate floorplan created during the annealing, our

cost function is used to evaluate the quality of the candidate. To speed

up the lengthy simulation time of HotFloorplan we adopted the fast

simulated annealing (FastSA) approach proposed in [21]. which re-

duces the number of uphill moves at the beginning of the searching

and uses more time to find the local optimum.

We used the MCNC [22] macroblock benchmark circuits with pa-

rameters in a 50 nm process to evaluate our proposed wire planning

methods.

To compare the proposed methods against the original HotFloor-

plan implementation, we run the floorplanning algorithm on each

benchmark circuit using different cost functions. The three cost func-

tions are:

• CF1 is the original function in HotFloorplan defined as: λA ×
Area + λW × Wirelength + λT × Tmax

• CF2 replaces Wirelength with WireDelay in CF1 defined as: λA ×
Area + λD × WireDelay + λT × Tmax

• CF3 adds the maximum congestion and the average reliability to

CF2 defined as: λA × Area + λD × WireDelay + λT × Tmax + λC ×
Cmax + λR × Ravg

where the λs are the weight of each metric in the cost function.

5.2. Experiment results

The experiment results are summarized in Table 1, where Cmax

and Ravg in the last two columns are the normalized maximum con-

gestion value and the normalized average reliability of all wires, re-

spectively. In the experiment results, CF1 and CF2 are of the most in-

terest. The λs we chose in CF1 and CF2 give order of optimization

priorities from high to low as: area, peak temperature and wire per-

formance. The parameters Cmax and Ravg are normalized to CF1, which

give a comparison against the results obtained from the original Hot-

Floorplan.
The results in Table 1 show that a significant decrease in wire de-

ay can be achieved while maintaining a minimal area overhead. For

erox a 20% wire delay decrease is achieved using CF2 at the cost of a

.4% increase in area. Furthermore, the congestion, as well as reliabil-

ty, has improved.

For hp, on the other hand, only a 3% decrease is achieved at the

ost of added congestion and an area overhead of 15%. However, look-

ng at CF3, we have the same area overhead but a 22% decrease in wire

elay as well as a 33% decrease in congestion and a 31% improvement

n reliability.

For ami33 and CF2, we see a modest 4% decrease in wire delay.

owever, area, congestion, and reliability remain the same. For CF3,

oth the wire delay and area increase – this is not desirable. However,

he congestion decreases substantially by over 50% and the reliability

mproves by 33%.

While most of the benchmarks show improvements in conges-

ion and reliability with both CF2 (except ami33 and hp) and CF3,

he benchmark ami49 has a noticeable 15% increase in conges-

ion. Although the nature of this benchmark is not very congested

ith only around 5.3 m wire in a 40 mm2 area, this could po-

entially lead to a problem with routability. Including the conges-

ion in the evaluation (CF3) removes this problem but results in

moderate decrease in wire delay of 7% at the cost of a 8% area

verhead.

In summary, explicitly integrating the wire delay in the cost func-

ion (CF2) can reduce the average wire delay at expense of larger area

nd longer total wirelength.

. Conclusions

In this paper, we first characterized the temperature dependent

elay in global wires. The results show that modeling wire delay

ithout considering temperature variations (gradient) in different

egions of the die crossed by global wires can lead to too pessimistic,

r in general inaccurate, estimates.

Based on this characterization, we then included the temperature

ependent wire model in HotFloorplan to investigate the impact of

ur thermal aware model on floorplanning. In addition, we modified

he cost functions of HotFloorplan to estimate routing congestion and

ire reliability.

The experiments run on the MCNC benchmarks, show that in the

resence of thermal gradients a shorter wirelength does not always

roduce a shorter delay. However, the proposed method can achieve

better average (total) delay and a better wire reliability at the cost

f a moderate increase in area and wirelength.
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